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Astronauts get "Zero G" oven to bake cookies
in space

Image 1. The Zero G Kitchen Space Oven. The next delivery of supplies for the International Space Station, scheduled for liftoff on
November 2, includes the device. Chocolate chip cookie dough is already up there, waiting to pop into this small electric oven designed for
zero gravity. Photo by: Hilton via AP

There is a new kind of oven. It is traveling to space. Astronauts might be able to bake with

it. It could mean fresh cookies. 

The Zero G Oven

The new oven is called the Zero G Oven. Zero G means no gravity. It should work in a place with

no gravity. Gravity is a force. It pulls things to the ground on Earth. It causes apples to fall from

the tree to the ground. It keeps soup in the pot. There is no gravity in space. That means things

float around.

The oven is on its way to a station in space. The station circles Earth. 

The oven is a test. It might not work. If it works, astronauts will be able to have fresh desserts.

Astronauts mostly eat food that has been dried out. They do this to the food they bring to space.
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That way the food lasts a long time.

Making Space Food Better

NASA helped with this project. NASA is a U.S. space organization. It is thinking about trips to the

moon. It is also thinking about trips to Mars. These will be long trips. Astronauts will be away from

home for a long time. Having homemade food on those trips will be important.

Zero G kitchen is a company. It made the space oven. Ian and Jordana Fichtenbaum are in charge

of Zero G Kitchen. They are married. They live in New York. They want to create a kitchen that

works in space. 

Mrs. Fichtenbaum wants to make space feel more like

home. She thinks having the smell of fresh cookies

will be nice.

Testing Cookies In Space

Cookie dough is in space already. It will be put in the

oven when the oven gets there. It is the same cookie

recipe used on Earth.

"That's the beauty of this to me," Mrs. Fichtenbaum

said.

The cookies will take a long time to bake. The oven can only bake one cookie at a time.

The first cookie is the real test. It might look strange without gravity. It could turn out to be a blob.

Or it could look like a mini pancake.
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Quiz

1 Where was the Zero G Oven sent?

(A) to a space station on Mars

(B) to a space station near the moon

(C) to a space station circling the Earth

(D) to a space station next to NASA

2 What is a reason WHY the Fichtenbaums started Zero G Kitchen?

(A) to make kitchens that look very fancy

(B) to make kitchens that can bake quickly

(C) to make kitchens that work in space

(D) to make kitchens that create dried foods

3 WHY did NASA help with the Zero G oven project?

(A) because they want to test them out for long trips

(B) because they want astronauts to eat dried foods

(C) because they want people on Earth to eat like astronauts

(D) because they want food that can float around easily

4 How is the Zero G oven different from other ovens?

(A) The Zero G Oven can bake many cookies at once.

(B) The Zero G Oven works without gravity.

(C) The Zero G Oven makes cookies without heat.

(D) The Zero G Oven does not use the same recipes.


